RE4ORM FX Audio Plugin Manual

Thank you for purchasing RE4ORM FX from 2getheraudio! We hope this audio effect inspires
you to create great music and that you feel positive about your charitable contribution.
RE4ORM FX is an Audio Shape Remixer, designed to enhance your audio tracks, songs and
remixes, through a powerful but easy to use user interface. You don't need to be familiar with
audio effects to get great results out of RE4ORM FX. Just start moving the controls until you
hear what you like - it's that simple. For those of you with knowledge of audio effects, you'll be
pleased to find a well thought out design that brings the professional sound and control you
expect from a high quality audio plugin.
This manual can be used as a reference for any questions you have. Most subjects also include
links to video tutorials for those who want to see a live demonstration. If you still have questions,
you can check out our online Knowledgebase, FAQ's or User Forum at www.2getheraudio.com.
Enjoy RE4ORM FX!
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Getting Started with RE4ORM FX
Downloading and Installing RE4ORM FX
After downloading RE4ORM FX (either by purchasing or downloading a free trial version), you
will need to double click the file to unzip it first. The installer is packaged in a zip file to ensure
an accurate download.
To install RE4ORM FX, double click on the installation file. On Mac this is called
2getheraudioRE4ORM FX.pkg. On Windows this is called 2getheaudioRE4ORM FX.exe. After
starting the installation simply walk through the on-screen prompts to install your software. If you
are on a Mac you will be asked to restart your computer after the installation completes.

Trial Mode
When you first install RE4ORM FX you will be in trial mode. Saving is disabled in trial mode.
This means you cannot save any edits to your sounds. Saving is also disabled if you use
RE4ORM FX in a DAW project. This means any edits you make to RE4ORM FX presets while
using it inside a DAW will not be saved when you reopen your DAW project.
To enable saving you must purchase RE4ORM FX and get an authorization number. See below
for instructions.

Purchasing RE4ORM FX
Purchasing and registering RE4ORM FX is super easy. After purchasing the product at the
2getheraudio website, you will receive an email receipt and authorization email. The
authorization email will have an authorization number which you can copy and paste into
RE4ORM FX to authorize it. Once it is authorized, trial mode is disabled and all saving
functionality in enabled.

Authorizing RE4ORM FX
You must be connected to the internet to authorize RE4ORM FX.
To authorize, load RE4ORM FX onto an audio track and view the interface in your Digital Audio
Workstation (DAW). RE4ORM FX supports VST, AU and AAX plugin formats.
At this point you will be presented the authorization window as shown here. At the top of this
window simply type or paste in your authorization number and then hit the Authorize button.
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Authorizing can take up to a few minutes depending on the speed of your internet connection.
Please be patient. Once authorization has taken place, the screen will update and tell you it is
authorized as shown below. If you don't enter your authorization number correctly an error
message will be displayed and you can try again or contact us with any problems you
encounter.
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Using RE4ORM FX Inside a DAW
RE4ORM FX can be used as an audio plugin in any standard Digital Audio Workstation (DAW).
RE4ORM FX is compatible with AU format for Logic (Mac only), VST format for Ableton Live,
Studio One and other VST enabled DAWs, and AAX for ProTools. To load RE4ORM FX in your
DAW consult your manual on how to load an audio plugin.
DAW Automation
All visible parameters in the RE4ORM FX's user interface are available for automating in your
DAW project. Every DAW will display automation data differently. Please consult your DAW for
details on how to use automation.
Multi Instance Use
RE4ORM FX can be used on as many tracks in your DAW as you need. Like any plugin, the
more tracks you have with plugins, the more processing power and memory you will use. If you
begin to notice any problems with a lot of tracks you can bounce or freeze your track. Consult
your DAW manual on how to do this.

Working with RE4ORM FX
The Preset Window
Selecting Sounds
RE4ORM FX includes around 50 factory patches, also called Presets, which give you instant
access to a huge variety of effects for your music or production. Presets are organized into
folders by category. Clicking on the name of the current preset in the preset window will show
you a dropdown list of categories and inside those categories a list of presets. Simply select a
preset using your mouse to load it.
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For quick preset selection use the arrows to the left and right of the preset name to select
sounds.

Saving and Renaming User Presets
You can name and save your own presets in RE4ORM FX. These are called User Presets and
will appear in the User Presets category.
To name your preset, Control-click (Mac) or right-click (Windows) on the preset name until it
highlights. Type in your new name and hit enter.
To save any edits you've made to a preset, click on the save button to the left of the preset
name.
To delete user presets, select the “Show User Presets” option in the preset dropdown window.
This will open a browser window where your user presets are stored on your hard drive. From
here you can delete presets as you would with any file on your computer.

The Parameter Display
The parameter display at the bottom of the preset window shows you the name of the
parameter and its value as you edit it. The name of the parameter is the same name as the
automation parameter if you use automation in your DAW.
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The Expansion Window
All 2getheraudio products allow for add-on presets which are called Expansion Packs. To see
what's available please check the website regularly as we are always adding new packs.
Selecting the "e" button below the save button will display the Expansion Pack window. Any
expansion packs you have purchased will appear in this window. To find new expansion packs
you can click on the link at the bottom of the window.

RE4ORM FX's Free4orm Shapes (LFO)
Overview
The Free4orm Shapes section of RE4ORM FX is the place where you'll add animation and
movement to your sound. With it you can animate, pulse, randomize, rise, fall, and add other
types of sonic movement to the effects parameters. The interface looks like this.
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There are 8 independent Free4orm LFOs, one for each of the 8 effects panels. These are color
coded to help you visualize which Free4orm LFOs are assigned to which effects panels. To
select one of the 8 Free4orm LFOs simply click on the name of the effect or on a parameter for
one of the effects and the corresponding Free4orm LFO will automatically be shown.
To hear the effect of the Free4orm LFO on your effect parameters you must click one of the
modulation buttons above the knobs as shown below. (Note, make sure the Free4orm LFO and
the effect you are working with are enabled.) Doing this tells the associated Free4orm LFO to
modulate this parameter. The left pointing mod link button will modulate the parameter with
inverted polarity. In this mode, as the Free4orm shape rises, the parameter value will lower and
visa versa.

Effect enable/bypass button.

Modulation Link (Mod Link) buttons. Select to enable
Free4orm LFO modulation on this parameter.
Range Brackets. Click-drag the left bracket UP to raise the
minimum value. Click-drag the right handle DOWN to lower
the maximum value.
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When you select one of the mod link buttons, you’ll see a gray bracket appear around the knob.
This bracket sets the range (minimum and maximum value) for the Free4orm LFO modulation.
Use your mouse to click-drag UP or right on the left handle of the bracket to raise the minimum
value. Use your mouse to click-drag DOWN or left on the right handle of the bracket to lower the
maximum value.
If the mod link buttons are not selected for a given parameter, then the Free4orm LFO will not
modulate that parameter. You can still however set the value for this parameter by raising or
lowering the knob value.

Free4orm LFO Shapes
The Free4orm display shows the shape of the Free4orm LFO as well as a real time indicator of
the LFO position when its running. Just below the waveform display are options for changing
your Free4orm shape, including from left to right, the shape dropdown menu and Save, Smooth,
Sharpen, Draw and Warp buttons. Using these you can change the shape of the LFO in several
ways.

Selecting Free4orm Shapes
Clicking on the name of the Free4orm shape (shown above as “Minaret”) shows a menu of
Free4orm shapes which you can select. You can also use the arrow buttons to the left and right
of the Free4orm shape menu to quickly select an Free4orm shape. If you edit the Free4orm
shape you may rename it and save it for use in other RE4ORM FX presets. To do this right-click
(control-click on Mac) on the name, enter your new name, and hit the save button to the right of
the name.
Editing the LFO shape with a Mouse or Trackpad
There are two drawing modes for changing the shape of the Free4orm LFO. Select the pencil
icon to draw in your waveform shape directly. Select the morph icon to warp the waveform
shape. Feel free to use both modes of course as needed. Using the modifier keys
(Control/Command, and Shift) while mousing will alter the waveform in additional ways.
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Smooth Button
The smooth button will smooth out any sharp edges in your Free4orm shape. Use this if you like
the overall effect of your Free4orm but just want to smooth out some of the sharp edges. This
button will also force the beginning and end values of the Free4orm shape to match, thus
avoiding possible audio glitches.
Sharpen Button
The sharpen button will do the opposite of the smooth button. It will sharpen the edges of your
Free4orm shape. Use this if you like the effect of the Free4orm but want more drastic changes.
Surprise Me Option
If you right click on the waveform itself you will see a Surprise Me option. This option will clear
the current Free4orm shape and replace it with a randomly generated shape. Use this if you
want to quickly experiment with different Free4orm shapes to see how they affect the sound.
Clear Option
If you right click on the waveform itself you will see a Clear option. The clear option will erase
the Free4orm shape and allow you to start from scratch and build your own shape using any of
the methods described above.
Free4orm Save Button
The save button to the right of the Free4orm preset will save any custom edits you have made
to the Free4orm LFO. Before pressing the save button you may want to rename your LFO
shape. To do this, control click (Mac) or right click (Windows) on the name of the LFO shape
until it highlights, then type in your new name and hit return.

Free4orm LFO Time and Synchronization Parameters
The Free4orm LFO in RE4ORM FX is a little different than in the RE4ORM virtual instrument.
This is because it’s an audio effect working inside a DAW project and therefore it needs to
respond correctly to tempo, time signatures, and transport synchronization. The interface looks
like this.
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Amount Knob (AMOUNT)
The large Amount knob lets you set how much the Free4orm LFO will modulate the effects
parameter(s) it is assigned to modulate. Typically this will be at its maximum value but you may
find you want to turn it down to lessen the effect in some cases. If the Amount knob is less than
100% you will see the real time modulation range reduced inside the brackets. If the Amount
knob is zero, the Free4orm LFO will continue to run but you will not hear any modulation for any
parameters it is assigned to.

Speed Knob (SPEED)
The large speed knob selects the speed of LFO. It is always synchronized to your DAW tempo
and DAW time signature. To enable effects like risers that want to work over several
bars/measures, we add additional functionality to select values greater than one bar/measure.
The parameter display under the preset name tells you the value in bars of the speed
parameter.

Free4orm Enable Button
At the top right of the Free4orm window is an enable button. Use this to preview the effect the
Free4orm shape is having on your effects parameters without having to change the Amount
knob to zero.

Free4orm Effects Panels
Overview
RE4ORM FX gives you 20 different effects organized into 8 different effects panels. Each of the
8 effects panels have a dedicated Free4orm LFO for real time manipulation of its effects
parameters.
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You don’t have to use the Free4orm LFO to modulate your effects. Any effect parameter will
operate without modulation. In this way you have up to 20 different effects available to work
with.
The interface for the effects looks like the following. The signal path for the audio flows from left
to right, i.e. first the audio runs through the compressor, then Filter 1, then Distortion, etc.

Effects On/Off Buttons
You may enable or disable any of the effects panels by clicking the bypass button to the left of
the effect panel name. When disabled the audio bypasses that effect.

Input Panel
The input panel gives you control over the level of your audio input into RE4ORM FX. Raise or
lower the vertical slider to increase or decrease the input level. You may also pan the input left
or right using the pan knob. The meter will reflect any changes you make.

Compressor Panel
The compressor is a useful effect for leveling out the volume of your audio signal before running
it through other RE4ORM FX effects. It has three parameters.
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Threshold (THRESH) sets the level at which the compressor will take effect.
Ratio sets the amount of compression when the audio reaches the threshold.
Attack sets the time for the compression to take effect.

Filter 1 Panel
Filter 1 includes the following 10 effects which are selectable via the two dropdown menus.

●
●
●

2-pole Low Pass Filter with frequency and resonance control
2-pole High Pass Filter with frequency and resonance control
2-pole Bandpass Filter with frequency and width control
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

2-pole Notch Filter with frequency and width control
2-pole Peak Filter with frequency and width control
4-pole Low Pass Filter with frequency and resonance control
4-pole High Pass Filter with frequency and resonance control
4-pole Bandpass Filter with frequency and width control
4-pole Notch Filter with frequency and width control
4-pole Peak Filter with frequency and width control

The 2-pole filters utilize a 12db slope at the corner frequency you select. The 4-pole filters utilize
a 24db slope. It’s easy to hear the difference but in general the 4-pole effects will be more
dramatic and the 2-pole effects more subtle.

Distortion Panel
RE4ORM FX distortion panel includes 2 distortion effects, Drive Shaper and Wavefolder, which
are selectable via the dropdown menus.

The Drive Shaper distortion and Wavefolder distortion have different sonic characteristics. Try
them both to see which is better for your sound.
For each distortion effect there are Input Gain, Output Gain, Drive and Mix parameters. All of
them can be modulated by the Free4orm LFO.

Formant Panel
The formant panel is a great effect for giving your sound a vocal or talking quality. The two
dropdown menus select vowel sounds and the balance knob sets the balance of the two. The
top dropdown menu selects the left side of the balance control and the bottom menu selects the
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right side of the balance control. The Mix knob sets the wet/dry mix of the formant filter. All
parameters are available for Free4orm modulation.

Pipe Model Panel
RE4ORM FX’s Pipe Model effect models the effect of a sound going through a pipe or tube. It is
one of the more unique effects as it can cause any non-pitched sound to have pitched
characteristics. For this reason it works very well on drums, but certainly try it on any audio
source.
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The Pitch parameter sets the perceived pitch of the effect. This parameter has a very wide
range so small adjustments can make a big difference in the sound.
Damping (DAMPNG) will dampen the high frequencies of the effect. Open the damping circuit to
allow more high frequencies through.
Feedback (FDBK) sets the amount of the output signal sent back into the input.
Coupling (COUPLNG) is a second parameter for setting the amount of the output signal sent
back into the input.
The Limiter controls the level of the Pipe Model output. The limiter is there to prevent the Pipe
Model resonance from getting too loud.
The Mix parameter sets the wet/dry mix of the Pipe Model.

Filter 2 Panel
Filter 2 includes three additional filter effects which are selectable via the two dropdown menus.

●
●
●

Tarabbia Low Pass Filter with frequency, resonance, drive and wet/dry mix control
Tarabbia High Pass Filter with frequency, resonance, drive and wet/dry mix control
Lowpass Drive Filter with frequency, resonance, drive and wet/dry mix control
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The Butter Filter is a modified Butterworth filter designed by Patrice Tarabbia, a 2getheraudio
engineer. Sometimes referred to as the Tarabbia Filter, this filter is smooth as butter. Two
versions, low pass and high pass, are available.
The third filter is a Driven Low Pass, essentially a low pass with some extra drive and distortion
characteristics.

Stereo Delay Panel
RE4ORM FX Stereo Delay panel is a very nice sounding delay for traditional delay effects. It
can also be used as an additional effect for unusual sounds given the Free4orm modulation
capabilities.

Left and Right set the time of the delay panned hard left or right. Delay times are always
synchronized to the DAW tempo.
Damp will add a low pass filter to the delay signal to dampen high frequencies, making the delay
repeats darker in timbre.
Feedback (FDBK) sets the number of delay repeats or the length of the delay tail.
Mix sets the wet/dry mix of the stereo delay.
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Reverb Panel
RE4ORM FX Reverb panel is an algorithmic reverberation effect. It can be used to add room
ambience to a sound, but can also create unusual effects given the Free4orm modulation
capabilities.

Time sets the length of the reverb.
Size sets the size of the room.
Damp will dampen high frequencies of the reverb signal.
Pre-Delay (PRE DLY) will set the time of the first reverb reflection.
Pre-Delay Mix (PD MIX) will set the level of the pre-delay.
Mix sets the wet/dry mix of the reverb effect.

Assigning Free4orm Shapes to your Effects
To hear the effect of the Free4orm LFO on your effect parameters you must click one of the
modulation buttons above the knobs as shown here. (Note, make sure the Free4orm LFO and
the effect you are working with are also enabled.) Doing this tells the associated Free4orm LFO
to modulate this parameter. The left pointing mod link button will modulate the parameter with
inverted polarity.
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Modulation Link (Mod Link) buttons. Select to enable
Free4orm LFO modulation on this parameter.
Range Brackets. Click-drag the left bracket UP to raise the
minimum value. Click-drag the right handle DOWN to lower
the maximum value.

When you select one of the mod link buttons, you’ll see a gray bracket appear around the knob.
This bracket sets the range (minimum and maximum value) for the Free4orm LFO modulation.
Use your mouse to click-drag UP on the left handle of the bracket to raise the minimum value.
Use your mouse to click-drag DOWN on the right handle of the bracket to lower the maximum
value.
If the mod link buttons are not selected for a given parameter, then the Free4orm LFO will not
modulate that parameter. You can still however set the value for this parameter by raising or
lowering the knob value.
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Troubleshooting
Don't worry, we're here to help. The fastest way to find an answer to your question is to go to
our website's Support Center. From here you'll find answers to frequently asked questions as
well as a large Knowledgebase with search capabilities. You can also send in a support ticket
here if you're not finding what you're looking for.
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